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In this volume the author describes and explains a rational method of designing computer programs, adopting a practical, step-by-step approach and thus differing from many writers who have treated the subject with a heavy reliance on intuition and inspiration. The method is particularly—but not solely—suited to programming for data processing and for systems software, and has been successfully taught and practiced for several years.

Building on the foundations of structured programming, the book shows how to analyze a problem by considering the structures of the input and output data. Such consideration ensures that ambiguities in the problem specification and potential difficulties in the program design are recognized at the earliest possible moment, and that the resulting program is robust and easy to maintain. An important theme of the work is that the design technique applies to systems no less than to programs: the distinction between system design and program design is artificial, and great benefits are to be obtained from restoring their essential unity. 1975, 310 pp., $22.75/£8.80
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